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1.0 SUMMARY
Braking and steering requirements for a high speed Rollout and Turnoff (ROTO) system
applicable to transport class aircraft are developed and described herein. These requirements
were developed with the aid of a non-real time simulation program incorporating airframe
and gear dynamics as well as candidate steering and braking guidance algorithms. An
objective of a ROTO system meeting these requirements is to assure that the target aircraft
can land with an interarrival spacing of 2 nautical miles. Turnoff speeds of 70 knots are
allowed with dry and wet surface conditions.
Time history data from the ROTO simulation are documented herein. Parameters which
were treated as variables in the simulation study include aircraft weight and CG, runway
friction, sensor noise, longitudinal touchdown conditions, runway geometry, and rudder
actuator type.
Runway occupancy time is measured from the time the aircraft crosses the runway threshold
until its wing tip clears the near side of the runway. 30 degree exit geometries are assumed.
Auto-asymmetric braking (steering) is required for aft C.G. aircraft. It also allows for less
symmetric braking (deceleration) on the exit until the wing tip clears the runway side, thereby
improving runway occupancy times.
The dispersion certified for MD-11 CATIIIB is acceptable (longitudinal dispersion from 250
to 2500 feet past threshhold). Using this longitudinal dispersion, seven ROTO exits are
required at and between 3000 and 9000 feet past the runway threshhold (spaced 1000 feet
apart), to satisfy runway occupancy time for 2 nautical mile spacing.
Requirements documented in this report are valid for the assumptions/models used in this
simulation. It is believed that the results will apply to the general class of transport aircraft;
however further effort is required to validate this assumption for the general case.
2.0INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is to define the initial requirements for designing a research
ROTO guidance and control system which will be used to develop operational ROTO
requirements for both automatic and manual piloted operation under normal and reduced
visibility conditions.
The study addresses:
Nose wheel/rudder steering requirements,
Braking/reverse thrust requirements,
Touchdown dispersion requirements, and
Navigation system requirements.
Another objective is to assess the state-of-the-art in the measurement of the runway
coefficient of friction for various runway conditions, and identify operational limits and
concerns in achieving the coefficient of friction measurement.
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ASSUMPTIONS
Surface Conditions
For the initial ROTO requirements only dry and wet surface conditions were considered
valid. Further investigations are required to determine the possibilities for conducting ROTO
operations during slushy, snow-packed, and icy runway conditions. It is assumed that ROTO
exits contain embedded surface sensors which would guarantee dry or wet conditions.
Navigation
This report does not make an assumption about the navigation source. The navigation data
dynamics were however modeled using GPS characteristics. It is assumed that available
ROTO exit locations/geometries are uploaded to the aircraft during approach.
Guidance
It is assumed that auto-ROTO (steering and braking) will be used with autoland approaches,
otherwise manual-ROTO will be used.
Runway Occupancy Time
An overall goal of NASA/FAA research is to reduce aircraft inter-arrival spacing to a
distance of 2 nautical miles. For zero-wind approach speeds of 130 and 140 knots, the time
to travel 2 nautical miles is, respectively, 55.4 and 51.4 seconds. This study will therefore
assume that the runway occupancy time (clearing threshold to wing tip clearing side of main
runway) should not exceed 53 seconds. Because autobraking did not meet the 53 second
criteria for wet runway conditions, it is assumed that reverse thrust will be used in this
situation.
CATIIIB
CATIIIB specifications determined the crosswind (15 kts) and tailwind (10 kts)/headwind (25
kts) magnitudes used in the simulation.
Nose Gear Control
It is assumed that the nose gear dynamics did not include hysteresis due to a cable system.
This would reflect a fly-by-wire type nose gear command rather than follow up mechanical
cables from the rudder.
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3.0 MODELING
ROTO EXIT GEOMETRY
Two exit geometries were investigated in this study. The first exit geometry has an initial
constant radius of 2900 ft which transitions tangentially (30 degrees) into a final constant
radius of 1500 ft. Theoretically, the lateral G's should not exceed 0.15 if the exit speed is 70
knots or less. The second exit geometry is described in Reference 1. It has a gradually
decreasing radius (spiral) which transitions tangentially (30 degrees) into a final constant
radius of 800 ft. Both exit footprints are approximately 2200 ft by 600 ft. Figure 3.1
overlays both exits as a comparison.
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AIRCRAFT SIMULATION
The aircraft simulation is a 3 degree of freedom (yaw, forward, lateral) computer model of an
MD-11. It calculates aerodynamic, thrust and tire forces on the airplane and solves the
resulting equations of motion to determine aircraft accelerations, velocities and positions
during a simulated turnoff. The simulation also includes hydraulic models of the nosewheel
steering, rudder and autobrakes. A flowchart of the computer program is shown in Figure
3.2.
The simulation is started by specifying initial aircraft forward, lateral and yaw positions and
velocities. During the run, the ROTO controller subroutine reads in input parameters and
sends back nosewheel, rudder and braking commands. The program uses this information to
calculate aircraft positions, velocities, accelerations and jerk. Time histories of the output
parameters are saved throughout the run for later plotting.
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AIRCRAFT ACTUATION SYSTEMS
When the turnoff controller commands a nosewheel position, rudder position or deceleration
rate, the command goes to some aircraft actuation system which carries out the command.
For example, in the case of the nosewheel, a steering command from the controller goes to a
hydraulic valve that ports fluid to a pair of actuators that rotate the nosewheel to the
commanded position. This section describes those aircraft systems that convert controller
commands to mechanical responses.
Nosewheel Actuation
A block diagram of the nosewheel actuation model is shown in Figure 3.3. The model inputs
commanded nosewheel position and outputs nosewheel position. The effects of ground
moment on the steering rate are included. Nosewheel steering deadband and rate limit effects
result from valve flow characteristics.
Rudder Actuation
The simulated aircraft (MD-11) has both a upper and lower rudder. Each rudder has a
tandem actuator with control valve operated either by pilot input or by autopilot input. The
dynamics of the actuator is similar for the two modes and a simplified model is used for the
simulated aircraft as shown in figure 3.4.
Autobrake Actuation
A block diagram of the autobrake control system is shown in Figure 3.5. the model inputs
commanded deceleration and outputs brake pressure. The actuation system is identical to the
existing MD11 autobrake system except that instead of 3 available settings (high, medium,
low), the actuation model allows the setting to be continuously varied by the turnoff
controller. As in the existing system, the model delays all braking until after spoiler
deployment to ensure adequate vertical loading of the gear. Full braking ramp rates and gains
are only available after nose wheel touchdown.
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TIRE-RUNWAY COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION MODEL
The tire-runway coefficient of friction is required to calculate maximum possible runway
friction for the lateral and drag tire force calculations. The following method is used to
calculate the coefficient for any velocity, runway condition and tire pressure.
1) The tire-runway friction coefficient for dry runways is calculated with the
following equation.
_tMAX= (0.93- 0.001 lp) × (1.0- 0.0013VKTs)
where,
p = tire bearing pressure (psi)
Vm-s = ground speed (knots)
This is an empirical equation given in Reference 2 with a modification to include the
effect of velocity.
2) The friction coefficient for other runway conditions is found by multiplying the dpy
coefficient by velocity dependent runway condition factors. The equation for wet
runway conditions is shown below.
_WET = _._MAX X fWET( VKTS )
A similar equation is used for icy, snow covered and flooded runway conditions. A
simulation run using icy conditions is listed in section 5.
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FORCES ON THE AIRCRAFT
The aerodynamic, thrust and tire forces acting on the aircraft are shown in Figure 3.6.
methods used to calculate these forces are given in this section.
Aerodynamic Forces
The
The aerodynamic forces are calculated using the aerodynamic lift, drag, pitching moment,
yaw moment and side force equations given below.
ALIFT = lift = q. CL. Sw
ADRAG = drag = q. Co. Sw
AMOM = pitching moment = .CM. Sw. LMAc
FYAERO = side slip force = q- CYB. 13.Sw
MNAERO = side slip yaw moment = q. CNB"_" Sw" Bw
TR =rudder yaw moment = q. CMR"_SR"Sw- B
where.
q = dynamic pressure
[_= side slip angle
Sw = wing area
_5,= rudder angle
LMAc= length of mean aerodynamic chord
Bw = wing span
Co, CL, CM,CY., C_., CM, = aerodynamic coefficients
The aero coefficients used in the above equations are for an aircraft with gear down and in
ground effect. The effects of flaps, slats, spoilers and elevator are included.
Thrust
Thrust can be defined within the program as function of velocity or time. It is determined
directly from engine thrust data and is input from look-up tables.
Idle thrust was used for landings with dry surface conditions, while maximum reverse thrust
was used for wet conditions. The time histories display the thrust values for each run. Idle
and reverse thrust are dependent on airspeed, as is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively.
Maximum reverse thrust is achieved within the first 10 seconds of landing. Reverse thrust is
stowed at an airspeed of 60 knots and below.
Vertical Tire Forces
Tire vertical forces do not directly affect any of the three degrees of freedom used in the
model (lateral, longitudinal, yaw). They are calculated because they affect maximum
possible runway friction and therefore affect the lateral and drag tire forces. The following
method is used to approximate vertical tire forces.
1)The wing and center gears are lumped together as a single equivalent main gear.
2)The following static equilibrium calculation is used to find loads on the nose gear
and the lumped main gear. Refer to Figure 3.9 for variable definitions.
W. A + AMOM - ALIFT •(A - C) - BDRAG • HCG
PM=
A+B
P, = W - PM-- ALIFT = weight on nose gear
- lumped main gear load
3)A look-up tableT(PM ) is used to determine how the lumped main gear load is
shared by the wing gears and the center gear, The equations used are shown below.
PMC ='}'(PM) " PM
PMW = (1-- 7(PM}} " PM
The table T(PM) is based on the relative stiffness of the center and wing gear.
4)The distribution of vertical load on the left and right gear are approximated using
the following equilibrium calculation based on the aircraft centripetal acceleration.
PMW W" HCG
PMR = ---2--- - g. TREAD'AC
PML = PMW -- PMR
where,
TREAD = distance between left and right main gears
g = gravitational constant
Ac = aircraft centripetal acceleration (positive right)
Braking Drag Forces
A block diagram of the braking drag loads model is shown in Figure 3.10. Inputs for the
model are brake pressure (differential and symetric), tire vertical load and runway friction
coefficient. The model outputs total drag force.
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Themodelfirst calculatesthemaximumdragforcethatthebrakescandevelopatthe input
pressureassumingno tire slip. An empiricalrelationbasedonbrakedynamometerdatais
usedfor this calculation.Thismaximumbrakingdragis thencomparedwith themaximum
availablerunwayfriction drag.Maximum availablerunwayfriction dragdependson the
friction coefficient,theverticaltire load,andthetire sideforce. Thesmallerof thebraking
dragandtheavailablerunwayfriction dragis usedastheactualbrakedragperwheel. Brake
dragperwheelis thenmultipliedby thenumberof wheelsto givetotalbrakedragonthe
aircraft.
Tire Side Forces
If a tire is yawed with respect to its direction of motion, the ground will react with a side
force perpendicular to the wheel plane as illustrated in Figure 3.11. The first step to
determine tire side force is to calculate the tire yaw angle. The calculation sequence is listed
below. Refer to Figure 3.12 for variable descriptions.
1) Calculate velocity components of the tires.
X, = nosegear forward velocity = X-A. _t. sinai
YN = nosegear lateral velocity = Y + A. _t. cos_t
Xc = center gear forward velocity = X + BC- _. sin_
Yc = center gear lateral velocity = _(- BC. _t- cosy
X,_ =left wing gear forward velocity = X + R- _t. sin(O_o+ _)
YML=left wing gear lateral velocity = Y- R. _t. cos(o_o + _t)
XM_=right wing gear forward velocity = I_ - R-_. sin(_o- _)
YM_=right wing gear lateral velocity = "Y- R. _-cos(o_o-_)
2) Find angle of velocity vector.
_v = nose gear velocity angle = arcta_--_J
_v=centergearvelocityangle=arcta "_n(-_)
_t_vL=leftwinggearvelocityangle=arcta_Y. ML)
t,x  j
N
V_w =right wing gear velocity angle = arcta_Y_, _" ]
)
lO
3)Find tire yawangle.
_N= nosegearyawangle= _+ _- g,_
_c= centergearyawangle= _- _v
_MR= rightwinggearyawangle= _- _,_
_I/ML= left wing gearyawangle= _- _I/Mw
Dueto therelativeimportanceof thenosegearonsteering,a moresophisticatedmodelis
usedfor thenosegearthanfor thewing andcentergears.Thefollowing describesthe
differencesbetweenthetwo methods.
Wing and Center Gears
The side loads for the wing and center gear are determined as follows.
_(4 wheels). NMR-_M, 4. NM_._,_ < gM,x. PM_FMR= right gear side force = _gM_x • PM, 4. _-gh,_ > g ,_. P_,
[(4 wheels). NML.tgML4" NM_"_I/M_,< gM_" P,_FM_= left gear side force = _gM_x •PM_ 4. _"_ > g_,_- PML
_(2 wheels) •Nc •II/_ _" N_" _ < gM,_" P_c l
F_ =center gear side force= _gM,_ •PMc N_- _gc> gM,_ PM_J
where,
NMR= cornering power per right wing gear tire
NM_= cornering power per left wing gear tire
N_ = cornering power per center gear tire
gM_ = maximum ground coefficient of friction
Tire relaxation length effects are included. The tire relaxation length is proportional to the
distance a yawed tire must be rolled forward before full side force is developed. It is
modeled in the simulation by lagging the side force with a time constant based on ground
speed.
Nose Gear
Unlike the main gear model, the nose gear model continuously recalculates cornering power
during the simulation. Cornering power is calculated from vertical tire loads and the tire
properties listed in the data section.
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Thecorneringpowercalculationiscomplicatedby thefact thenosegearis notverticaldueto
its forwardcantrelativeto theaircraftbodyaxes.Therefore,asit is steeredleft of right from
neutral,theverticalload(andcorneringpower)ononetire increasesandthaton theothertire
decreases.Themodelaccountsfor thisandcalculatescorneringpowerindividually for the
right andleft tire.
Thenosewheelmodelaccountsfor sideforcereductionsdueto lateraltire skidding. The
skiddingmodelisbasedon theresultsof Reference3. Also, groundmomentaboutthe
nosewheelstrutis calculatedfor usein thenosewheelactuationmodel.
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AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The forces acting on the aircraft and the reference frames used to derive the equations of
motion are shown in Figure 3.13. The equations of motion in terms of the stationary
reference axes x-y are given below.
x:± ZFx
m
_:I.EF_
m
.. 1 " 2_,_-'MzV=
where,
m = aircraft mass
I_Aw= aircraft yaw moment of inertia
_Fx = sum of forces in X direction
_F_ = sum of forces in Y direction
Mz = sum of yaw moments
Since forces are derived in terms of the aircraft body axes, it is convenient to make the
following substitutions.
Y___Px= cos_l/" ,___P_-sin W Y___Pv
EFt: si_v. EFt+ cos v" ZFv
d
R = --_ (U. cos _- V. sinV)
d
=-_(U.sin_l+ V. cos_)
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Taking derivatives, substituting and rearranging gives the following equations of motion in
terms of aircraft body axes U-V.
Aircraft Accelerations
v=/EFv-U.,
m
0=1.2Fo+ V._I/
m
.° 1 .2MzV=
where,
TR
2.,Fv = FNo_ • coso+ FML+ FMR-- -- + FYAERO + Fc
LTAIL
_Fu = -FNos_ • sincY- BDRAGR - BDRAGL- BDRAGC - ADRAG + THRUST
TREAD
2Mz = FNos_-A. COS_--(FML + FMR)" B- Fc * BC + TR + MNAERO + •(BDRAGR - BDRAGL)
2
Aircraft velocities and positions are found by integrating accelerations as follows.
Aircraft Velocities (body axes)
V = J 9-dt
U = I Udt
fl/= I_dt
Aircraft Velocities (reference axes)
5( = U . cos _g- V . sin _
"_ = V . cos _g+ U . sin _g
_= I_dt
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NAVIGATION
This simulation did not combine the navigation source with inertial guidance, which might
improve performance. Gusting/noise simulation runs combined the navigation position
signal X and Y with noise having the characteristic of 4 feet * N(0 mean, 1 unity variance)
lagged with a 30 second time constant. The time histories of gust/noise simulation runs show
an accuracy of +/- 2 feet. Navigation velocity data was not used. The navigation position
data dropout was simulated as 2% using a uniformly distributed random number. When data
was dropped out, the last good data was used in its place. It is assumed that data marked as
valid is in fact valid.
WINDS '
Steady longitudinal winds ranged from a 10 knot tailwind to a 25 knot headwind, depending
on the run. A steady crosswind of 15 knots was used for non-gusting simulation runs. It was
found that a positive steady crosswind, blowing in a positive Y to negative Y direction, is
worst case for a right hand turn used in these studies. The gusting/noise simulation runs used
a dryden filter with a sigma of 22.5 for the crosswind. The gusting crosswind reached values
of 15 knots in the simulation runs.
AUTOBRAKING CONTROL LAW
The autobraking control law provides a variable deceleration command to the autobrake
system. The purpose is to decelerate the aircraft as it approaches the available ROTO exits
and on the ROTO exit so that the aircraft may stop prior to the taxiway. The deceleration
command is rate limited so as to minimize longitudinal jerk. The autobrake control law is
updated at 20 Hz. Inputs to the autobraking control law are the aircraft ground speed and the
position/geometry of all available exits. It is assumed that current available exit information
is uploaded to the aircraft during approach.
At nose gear touchdown the autobrake logic calculates the minimum deceleration needed to
exit at the first available ROTO exit at the desired exit speed (70 knots). The deceleration
command is calculated as such:
deceleration command -
-((desired exit speed)2 _ (current ground speed)2)
braking distance * 2.0
If the required deceleration is greater than the maximum allowed value (i.e. 9 feet/sec**2),
the control law recalculates the required deceleration using the next available ROTO exit as
the exit goal (braking distance would change). The deceleration calculation is ongoing in
case the aircraft is not decelerating as expected due to unexpected friction conditions. The
deceleration command is smoother if braking distance is calculated as actual braking distance
* fraction (0.85). This creates a buffer distance at which the aircraft should have already
reached the desired speed. The buffer distance decreases in size as the exit nears. As noted
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earlier,underwetrunwayconditionsmaximumreversethrust(manual)wasusedto
deceleratetheaircraftwhichresultsin little, if any,requirementfor autobraking.
OntheROTOexit thecontrollaw deceleratestheaircraft to a stopwithout exceeding9
feet/sec**2.Thestoppingpositionmaybeprior to theaircraft reachingthetaxiway,if
desired.If asymmetricalbrakingis usedfor steering,it is possibleto brakeminimally on the
exit until theaircraftwing tip clearsthesideof therunway.
STEERING CONTROL LAW
The steering control law used for this study started with the proportional/integral MD- 11
rollout control law as a baseline. A general diagram of the steering control law is shown in
Figure 3.18. The inputs and outputs of this control law are as follows:
In_.n_puts
X and Y position of aircraft. X and Y position of runway centerline.
(used to create lateral displacement and displacement rate inputs)
Aircraft yaw rate (yaw damping).
Ground speed (gain scheduling).
Outp__ut
Rudder command.
Nose gear steering command (follow up mechanical cables from rudder).
The modified ROTO control law added these inputs and outputs.
Additional Inputs
X and Y position of centerline as it continues onto the ROTO exit(s).
(need all available exit centerline(s), i.e. exit geometries.)
Centedine radius, derived from exit centerline data.
(additional feedback to minimize lateral displacement error)
Aircraft CG, derived from trim horizontal stabilizer setting during approach.
(used to command elevator)
Additional Outputs
Nose gear steering command (direct command, no cable hysteresis).
Elevator command.
Right and left main gear asymmetric deceleration commands (steering).
The steering control law is updated at 20 Hz. Two main features were added to the control
law. One was to use the exit centerline radius as an added feedback to minimize the lateral
displacement error (lean into exit curve). The second feature was for exits with a constant
radius entrance. These exits cause a large jerk because there is an instantaneous change in
centrifugal force as the radius begins. To prevent a large lateral jerk, the control law was
modified to smoothly increase the lateral acceleration to nominal lateral acceleration as
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definedby ROTOexit radiusanddesiredexit speed(i.e.easy-onthenominallateral
acceleration).Thelateralaccelerationis increasedatmaximumallowablelateraljerk. This
procedureis begunatadistanceprior to theexit basedon theaircraftspeedandhowmany
secondsarerequiredto rampup thelateralacceleration.This featureis notneededfor spiral
exitsandcausestheentranceof aconstantradiusexit to mimic aspiralexit. During thepre-
exit lateralacceleration,thelateralpositionof theaircraftchangeslessthanafoot dueto the
commandedlateralacceleration.
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SIMULATION DATA
Aircraft Geometry Data
Variable Name
A
B
BC
BW
C
HCG
LMAC
LTAIL
SW
TREAD
Description Value Units
feetdistance -- nose gear to center of gravity (CG)
distance -- main gear to CG
distance -- center gear to CG
wing span
distance -- lift moment arm to CG
CG height
length of mean aerodynamic chord
distance -- CG to tail center of pressure
wing area
distance between wing landing gears
72.982 (fwd cg)
78.256 (aft cg)
7.732 (fwd cg)
2.457 (aft cg)
10.284 (fwd cg)
5.009 (aft cg)
165.37
-3.056 (fwd cg)
2.218 (aft cg)
15.476 (fwd cg)
15.466 (aft cg)
24.648
83.739
3647.5
34.677
Note: fwd cg = 12.6% mean aerodynamic chord (MAC), aft cg = 34% MAC.
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet 2
feet
Aircraft Weight and Inertia
Variable Name Description
IYAW
W
aircraft yaw moment of inertia
aircraft weight
Value Units
2.56E7 slug-ft 2
480,000 (heavy) lbs
340,000 (light)
Aerodynamic Coefficients
Variable Name Description Value Units
CDRAG aircraft drag coefficient
CLIFT aircraft lift coefficient
CMOM aircraft pitch moment coefficient
CMR
CNB
CYB
rudder yaw moment coefficient
aircraft side slip moment coefficient
aircraft side slip force coefficient
.1746 (fwd cg)
.1651 (aft cg)
.123 (fwd cg)
.226 (aft cg)
.515 (fwd cg)
.216 (aft cg)
-.00262
Elevator effect: add .008 per elevator deg to CLIFF, -.025 per elevator deg to CMOM
1/degree
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Wing and Center Gear Tire Properties
Variable Name Description Value Units
NC 4426
NM
SPM
center gear cornering power per tire
wing gear cornering power per tire
wing and center gear tire static pressure
4806
188
lbs/deg
lbs/deg
psi
Constants Used to Calculate Nose gear Cornering Power and Strut Moment
Variable Name Description Value Units
DELB nose gear tire deflection at load RB 1.1 inch
DELS
HS
OD
RB
RP
RS
S
SP
THETA
WS
nose gear tire rated deflection
nose gear tire section height
nose gear tire outside diameter
nose gear tire vert. load at deflection DELB
nose gear tire rated pressure (loaded)
nose gear tire rated load
nosewheel spacing
nose gear tire static pressure (loaded)
nosewheel forward cant angle
nose gear tire section width
3.4
9.8
39.6
8000
203
inch
inch
inch
lbs
psi
lbs39500
25 feet
167
9.5
15.5
psi
degrees
inch
Nosewheel Actuation
Variable Name Description Value Units
KS 1 .00873 in/degree
KS2
KS3
(steering valve spool displacement) /
(steering error)
(steering rate)/(valve flow)
(steering actuator pressure) /
(strut ground moment)
.676
.00842
(deg/s)/(in3/sec)
psi/in-lb
Autobrake Actuation
Variable Name
RRPHASE1
RRPHASE2
KBPHASE1
KBPHASE2
TMGD
TNGD
TSPOIL
TDELAY
Description
phase 1 brake pressure ramp rate
phase 2 brake pressure ramp rate
phase 1 brake pressure gain
phase 2 brake pressure gain
main gear touchdown time
nose gear touchdown time
time between main gear touchdown and
spoiler deployment
time between spoiler deployment and start of
brake ramp
400
1200
600
1800
0
Value Units
ps_sec
psgsec
(psi/sec)/(ft/sec 2)
(psi/sec)/(ft/sec 2)
sec
6 sec
1.3 sec
3 sec
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Hydraulic System
Variable Name Description
PSUP hydraulic supply pressure
PRET hydraulic return pressure
Functions
Value Units
3000
60
psi
psi
Function Figure
3.7idle thrust vs. aircraft velocity
reverse thrust vs. time, velocity
runway condition factors for friction
coefficient vs. velocity
nosewheel max side mu vs.
side slip velocity
fraction of main gear load supported by
center gear vs. main gear load
steerin_ valve flow _ain curve
3.8
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
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4.0 RESULTS
REQUIREMENTS
The approach taken to develop steering and braking requirements for the high speed rollout
and turnoff system was to first develop a candidate steering and braking control system and
evaluate the performance thereof using a high fidelity simulation. Nominal values were
defined for the parameters of interest. Second, the critical parameters were varied until the
limiting values were determined which still satisfied the performance requirements.
The simulation has been described in section 3.0 and the simulation data which forms the
basis of the requirements is contained in section 5.0. A description of the specific
requirements developed using the simulation follows.
A. Nose Wheel/Rudder Steering Requirements:
Minimum parameter values for the rudder actuators are:
Position limit:
Rate limit:
upper:
lower:
Deadband:
Actuator bandwidth:
upper:
lower:
23 degrees
63 deg/sec
43 deg/sec
0.091 degrees (of rudder)
19.5 radians/sec
13.5 radians/sec
Minimum parameter values for the nose gear actuator are:
Position limit:
Rate limit:
Deadband:
Actuator bandwidth:
8 degrees
11.1 deg/sec
1.15 degrees (of nose gear)
2.9 rad/sec
B. Braking/Reverse Thrust Requirements (deceleration):
No unique requirements were identified for the aircraft braking system other than a limitation
on the rate at which the braking action is modified. This is for passenger comfort and was set
at .05 g/sec based on results of previous studies. The algorithms for application of braking
pressure are of course critical and must be designed to minimize the maximum deceleration
that is required to achieve the desired exit speed at the high speed turnoff.
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Thesimulationdeterminedthatahigh speedturnoff cannotbeachievedwith brakingalone
for non-drysurfaceconditions;reversethrustis arequirementin this case.However,it was
determinedthat theuseof maximumreversethrustfor somecasesresultsin adeceleration
greaterthanthenominalvaluerequiredto deceleratetheaircraftto thedesiredexit velocity.
Therefore,theaircraftmaybeslowedbelowthedesiredexit speedwhichcouldresultin a
runwayoccupancytimegreaterthanexpected.
C. AsymmetricBrakingRequirements(steering):
Auto asymmetricbrakingis requiredto assistin steeringaft C.G.aircraftandto allow for
minimal deceleration(symmetricalbraking)on theexit until theaircraftwing tip clearsthe
runwayside.
D. TouchdownDispersionRequirements:
Dueto alimitation of time available,adefinitiveassessmentof touchdownpointsensitivity
onROTOperformancecapabilitieswasnotpossible.Thesimulationdatacollectedand
reportedhereinusedthetwo sigmaextremesof allowabletouchdowndispersionacceptedby
theFAA autolandcriteriafor thetestcases.Theshortestlandingpoint usedwas250feet
beyondrunwaythresholdandthelongestpoint was2500feetbeyondrunwaythreshold.
Theworstcasesare:i) a light (thereforeslow) aircraft in aheadwindconditionwhich lands
shortandbarelyreachesthefirst ROTOexit within thetime window;andii) aheavy(fast)
aircraftlandingwith atail wind which landslongandnearlymissesthelastROTOexit.
Thetwo extremelongitudinaldispersionsusedareasfollows:
LandingType Touchdownpast Airspeed Tailwind
Threshold(feet) (knots) (knots) Crosswind(knots)steadyor gusting
early, slow, light 250 130 -25 15
late, fast, heavy 2500 166 10 15
All test cases following these requirements (runs 1-16) satisfied the ROTO runway
occupancy time criteria (< 52.6 seconds).
E. Runway Coefficient of Friction
[See section entitled Runway Coefficient of Friction Measurement]
F. Navigation Requirements:
The accuracy of the navigation source is critical. The requirements for navigation accuracy
are interactive with the other system requirements.
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Steeringandbrakingrequirementsdefinedhereinarecompatiblewith anavigationaccuracy
of +/- two feet.
Thesourceof positiondataonwhichthesteeringandbrakingcontrollawsarebasedcanbe
updatedasslow as10samples/sec.No inertial smoothingis assumedin thisstudy.
G. GeneralSystemRequirements:
Maximumlevelsof accelerationandjerk aresetby passengercomfortrequirements.
Accelerationandjerk:
Lateralaccelerationandjerk shouldnotbeallowedto exceed+/- 0.15Gand+/- 0.05G/sec
respectively.
Longitudinalaccelerationandjerk shouldnotbeallowedto exceed+/- 0.25G and+/- 0.05
G/secrespectively.
ROTOexit selectionandspeed:
An available ROTO exit will be bypassed and the next available ROTO exit selected if the
aircraft requires a deceleration greater than 9 ft/sec/sec to reach a selected exit at its desired
exit speed (70 knots for both dry and wet surface conditions). The autobraking strategy is
described in section 3 (Modeling) under the Autobraking Control Law heading. The
commanded deceleration is the minimum necessary to arrive at an exit at a desired speed.
The deceleration may creep upwards as needed as the aircraft approaches the exit.
ROTO exit geometry:
The exit should be designed such that, at any given point along the exit radius, if the aircraft
is at the design ground speed and tracking the curve accurately, lateral acceleration should not
exceed 0.15 G. Similarly, the exit geometry, when traversed as designed, should not induce a
lateral jerk value in excess of 0.05 G. This latter requirement essentially imposes a
requirement for a spiral exit geometry since a constant radius exit normally results in the
aircraft experiencing relatively large jerk values. Is it possible however, for a control law to
give a constant radius exit the entrance jerk characteristics of a spiral exit.
ROTO exit locations:
Seven ROTO exits are required at and between 3000 and 9000 feet past the runway
threshhold, spaced 1000 feet apart. Strategies may exist to decrease the number of exits to
three, beginning at approx. 5000 ft from the runway threshhold and spaced 2000 feet apart.
Possible approaches may be to require a smaller longitudinal touchdown dispersion
(requiring improved glideslope guidance) allowing for exits to be spaced further apart, use
auto reverse thrust (minimizing premature manual deceleration prior to the first exit) thereby
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not needing the first two exits, and delaying initial commanded deceleration until all aircraft
are out of the dispersion box (attempt to minimize the affects of dispersion and normalize the
deceleration profile for all aircraft). Each of these approaches has costs, safety and
operational issues associated with them in an attempt to minimize the cost of ROTO exit
construction and maintenance.
ROTO control laws:
The algorithms implemented in the developmental simulation were found to function
adequately with iteration rates at a minimum of 20 Hz.
The only general constraints on control laws are to impose the appropriate command limits
that allow staying within the stated lateral and longitudinal acceleration limits.
Specifically, lateral steering commands are limited such that the product of turn rate and
ground speed is less than 0.15 G; and the braking command is constrained to limit the
commanded longitudinal deceleration to less than 0.25 G.
Reverse Thrust:
Reverse thrust must be available for ROTO execution on non-dry surface conditions.
Surface Conditions:
Conditions other than dry or wet runways (i.e., ice, snow, slush) prohibit the use of high
speed ROTO use. For example, simulation run 23 in the test data section shows that a heavy
aircraft landing late and fast on an untreated icy surface was not able to decrease its speed to
below 70 knots (using maximum reverse thrust) prior to the last ROTO exit at 9000 feet past
the runway threshold. For this study, dry and wet conditions represent friction coefficients.
Other meteorological conditions may also be treated to meet the minimum required wet
friction coefficient. However the friction coefficient must be uniform along the aircraft path,
especially on the ROTO exit. Uniformity may be more difficult for treated non-dry/wet
conditions (i.e. patches of untreated ice, squall (flooding) conditions on different areas of the
runway, etc.).
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST DATA
24 MD- 11 ROTO time histories using a spiral exit are documented while varying weight,
CG, runway friction, noise inputs, and longitudinal touchdown conditions. In order to show
extreme cases for this study, a heavy weight MD-11 at 480,000 lbs lands late (2500 feet) at
high speed (166 knots) with a tailwind of 10 knots. A light weight MD-11 at 340,000 lbs
lands early (250 feet) at low speed (130 knots) with a headwind of 25 knots. These two cases
are repeated for a total of 16 runs with combinations of 12/34 % CG, dry/wet surface and
clear/noise conditions. The 'clear' runs had a steady positive 15 knot crosswind from the left
(negative to positive y direction) while the 'noise' runs had a gusting 15 knot crosswind. All
runs are summarized in Table 1 and documented in Figures 5.1 through 5.48 (2 pages/run,
run number kn title).
The first 16 runs used auto-asymmetric braking, with the maximum runway occupancy time
being 52.6 seconds. Runs 17-19 repeat earlier runs but do not use auto-asymmetric braking.
Of these three runs, run 17 has the greatest runway occupancy time of 59.1 seconds, due to its
required 55 knot exit speed for adequate steering of aft C.G. aircraft without auto-asymmetric
braking. Auto-asymmetric braking also allows for minimal deceleration on the exit prior to
the wing tip clearing the near side of the runway. Minimizing initial deceleration on the exit
cuts about 1.5 seconds from the runway occupancy time (compare runs 18 and 19 with runs
10 and 9).
Run 20 illustrates the aircraft stopping on the exit prior to the taxiway. Runs 21 and 22
illustrate the need for ROTO exits to be spaced 1000 feet apart (only exits spaced 2000 feet
apart were available during these runs). The dispersion box is 2250 feet long. When an
aircraft lands in the middle of the box, approximately 1000 feet from either end, many
seconds may elapse before the aircraft reaches the next available exit. This situation is worst
for slow aircraft as seen with run 22 having a runway occupancy time of 63.6 seconds. The
placement of the ROTO exits in this study, spaced 2000 feet apart, was optimized for
touchdown at the beginning and end of the dispersion box.
Run 23 simulates a heavy aircraft landing late and fast on untreated icy surface conditions.
The aircraft was not able to slow to the 70 knot ROTO exit speed prior to the last ROTO exit
at 9000 feet past the runway threshold. Run 24 simulates the use of the constant 2900 ft
radius exit, with acceptable results. Run 24 has a runway occupancy time 3 seconds less than
run 2 using the spiral exit because the constant radius veers away from the runway more
quickly.
Simulation runs which include the gusting crosswind do not display lateral and longitudinal
jerk because their large magnitude impaired the visibility of the other time traces. The non-
gust simulation runs 1-16 show that longitudinal jerk is greater than the desired 0.05 G/sec at
the onset of autobrakes after touchdown and during the exit when auto-asymmetric brakes are
used for steering. The first situation is due to the autobrake torque having a threshold
breakout pressure, as seen in figure 3.10. The autobrake control law has a deceleration
command rate limit, but it does not correct the sudden increase of torque at the pressure
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breakout.To overcomethepressurebreakoutwhenauto-asymmetricbrakingis active,a
minimal symmetricbrakingcommandis summedwith theasymmetriccommandsothatthe
brakepressureis alwaysabovethebreakout.Runs1-16showthatlongitudinaljerk is still a
problemwith auto-asymmetricbraking,unlike runs17-19withoutauto-asymmetricbraking,
necessitatingfurtherstudy.
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Table 1
Run# Dry or Wet Slow orFast Clearor Gust Weight%CG Runway
Conditions Touchdown Conditions Time(sec)
1 Dry Fast Clear 480klb,
2 Wet Fast Clear 480klb,
3 Dry Fast Gust 480klb,
4 Wet Fast Gust 480klb
5 Dry Slow Clear 340klb
6 Wet Slow Clear 340klb
7 Dry Slow Gust 340klb
8 Wet Slow Gust 340klb
9 Dry Fast Clear 480klb
10 Wet Fast Clear 480klb
11 Dry Fast Gust 480klb
12 Wet Fast Gust 480klb
13 Dry Slow Clear 340klb
14 Wet Slow Clear 340klb
15 Dry Slow Gust 340klb
16 Wet Slow Gust 340klb
17
18
19
20
21
34 52.1
34 52.1
34 52.1
34 52.6
34 31.8
34 33.3
34 31.8
34 33.8
12 52.1
12 52.1
12 52.1
12 52.6
12 32.3
12 42.7
12 32.3
12 43.2
59.1
53.6
53.6
52.1
54.2
Repeatrun2 without auto-asymmetricbraking(steering).
Repeatrun 10without auto-asymmetricbraking(steering).
Repeatrun9 without auto-asymmetricbraking(steering).
Repeatrun2 but stopon theexit prior to thetaxiway.
Repeatrun4 but land1000feetearlier,- dispersioncenter.
(showsneedfor spacingROTOexits1000feetapart)
22 Repeatrun8 but land 1250feetlater,- dispersioncenter. 63.6
(showsneedfor spacingROTOexits1000feetapart)
23 Repeatrun2 butwith untreatedicy conditions >100
24 Repeatrun2 but with constantradius(2900ft) ROTOexit 49.1
Eachsimulationrun is documentedwith two pagesof timehistories. Whenaplot shares
morethanonevariable,thesecondvariableis usuallyplottedon theright handY axis. The
zeroorigin of theleft andright axisareusuallyoffsetsothatthevariabletime historiesdo
notcrosseachother. TheX axisof all plots is the runwaylongitudinalaxisin feet. -3000
feetis therunwaythreshold.Thefirst ROTOexit is at position0. ROTOexitsare
positionedevery2000feetthereafterin thesesimulationruns. A 1000foot exit separationis
listedasarequirementin thisreport.
Page1;BottomPlot
This plot showstwo viewsof theaircraftpositionrelativeto therunwaywith aright hand
ROTOturnoff. Theleft axisshowstheaircraftY positionin feet. Therunwaycenterlineis
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alongthetopof theplot. Thedesiredpathis alongthecenterlineandthencurvesto theright
astheright-handedROTOexit. A solid line tracksthe(dashed)exit path.
Theright axisshowstheaircraftY lateraldisplacement(solid line) in feetfrom therunway
centerlineandexit path. Thestraight-linedfunnelshaperepresentstheallowablelateral
width in whichtheaircraftcanmovewithoutrunningoff thepavement.Thefunnelwidth is
therunwayandROTOexit widthsminustheaircraftmaingearoffset(in thiscase20 feetper
side).
Page1;2ndfrom BottomPlot
Theleft axisplotsthe aircraftgroundspeedin knots(decreasingtrace). This is a summation
of airspeed(not includinggusts)andtailwind/headwind.Theright axisplotstheaircraft
runwayoccupancytime in seconds.Therunwayoccupancytime attouchdownbeginsata
valuegreaterthanzerobecauseit beginscountingat therunwaythreshold.Therunway
occupancytime flattenswhentheaircraftwing tip clearsthenearsideof therunway.
Page1;Middle Plot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraft lateralaccelerationin G's (lower trace). Theright axisplots
theaircraftlateraljerk in G/sec.Gustcasesdonotplot thelateraljerk.
Page1;2ndfrom Top Plot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraft longitudinalaccelerationin G's (lower trace). Theright axis
plotstheaircraft longitudinaljerk in G/sec.Gustcasesdonot plot thelongitudinaljerk.
Page1;TopPlot
Theleft axisplotsthepercentageof availableaircraftbrakingin use(lower trace). Theright
axisplots theaircraft total thrustin pounds.Non-dryconditionsusereversethrust.
Page2; BottomPlot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraft rudderpositionin degrees(lower trace). Theright axisplots
thenosegearpositionin degrees.
Page2; 2ndfrom BottomPlot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraftnosegearIX(lower trace). Theright axisplots theavailable
aircraftnosegearIX.
Page2; 3rd from BottomPlot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraftmainrightgearIX(lower trace). Theright axisplots the
availableaircraftmainright gearIx.
Page2; 4th from Bottom Plot
Theleft axisplotstheaircraftmaincentergearg (lower trace). Theright axisplotsthe
availableaircraftmaincentergearg.
Page2; 3rd from Top Plot
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Theleft axisplotstheaircraftyaw anglewith respecto theaircrafttrack anglein degrees.
Theright axisplotstheaircraftelevatoranglein degrees(graduallyrisingtrace).
Page2; 2ndfrom TopPlot
Theleft axisplotsthesteadytailwind (10)in knots. A headwindwouldhaveanegative
value(-25). Theright axisplotsthecrosswindin knots. If thecrosswindis steadyit will
haveavalueof 15. A positivecrosswindblowsin anegativeY to positiveY direction. Gust
caseswill showavaryingcrosswind.
Page2; Top Plot
Theleft axisplotsthenavigationX positiondatanoisecontent(lower trace). Theright axis
plotsthenavigationY positiondatanoisecontent.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The requirements listed in this report satisfy the aircraft inter-arrival spacing of 2 nautical
miles. For zero-wind approach speeds of 130 and 140 knots, the time to travel 2 nautical
miles is, respectively, 55.4 and 51.4 seconds. The maximum runway occupancy time using
the requirements in this study is 53 seconds with runway occupancy time measured from the
runway threshold until the aircraft wing tip clears the runway side. See Table 1 in the results
section of this report. Auto-asymmetric braking (steering) is required for aft C.G. MD-11
type aircraft. It also allows for less symmetric braking (deceleration) on the exit until the
wing tip clears the runway side, thereby improving runway occupancy times.
The dispersion certified for MD-11 CATIIIB is acceptable (longitudinal dispersion from 250
to 2500 feet past threshhold). Seven ROTO exits are required at and between 3000 and 9000
feet past the runway threshhold, spaced 1000 feet apart.
Two exit geometries were investigated in this study. The first exit geometry has an initial
constant radius of 2900 ft (allowing for. 15 lateral G's with 70 knot exit speed) which
transitions tangentially (30 degrees) into a final constant radius of 1500 ft. The second exit
geometry is described in Reference 1. Spiral and constant radius exits have trade-offs. The
spiral exit may be exited at a higher speed and has a smoother transition onto the exit. Its
drawback is that it takes more exit length for the aircraft wing tip to clear the runway side and
has a smaller secondary radius. All of the simulation runs described in this report, except run
24, used the spiral exit because it was a documented ROTO exit shape. Run 24 uses the
constant radius exit with acceptable ROTO performance. The constant radius exit is
acceptable when allowances are made for it in the steering control law to minimize lateral
jerk at the exit entrance.
This study did not investigate other operational airport factors which may not allow for an
interarrival spacing of 2 nautical miles.
The initial requirements for designing a research ROTO guidance and control system was
defined. The results of this study can be used to develop operational ROTO requirements.
Accordingly the recommendation is made that the ROTO concept be further explored by
defining the operational ROTO concepts while conducting a variety of landings on a 6 degree
of freedom moving base simulator. Evaluation and comparison can be made of the results for
both automatic and manual pilot-in-the-loop operations.
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30 DEG SPIRAL EXIT, 480KL8. 34gCG. WET, MID/FAST, WITH TURB/NOISE
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY OF RUNWAY COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION MEASUREMENT
INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
As a part of the overall objective for Task 3, "The ROTO guidance and control requirements
developed in this task shall satisfy and/or accommodate certain factors and/or restrictions or
they must include statements as to why certain factors or restrictions cannot be met."
To accomplish the high speed roll-out and turn-off control of the aircraft on the ground is of
utmost importance. Since propulsion control provisions of an aircraft are not yet available,
the tire-pavement interface friction enables the aircraft components to development loads for
guidance, braking and turning of the aircraft on the ground. Accomplishing this maneuver in
ceiling and visibility unlimited (CAVU) conditions is critical and even more critical under
Category III B conditions for which this study is to address.
Background
Extensive work has been done on the measurement of runway friction with friction
measuring carts and vehicles and correlation of the measured friction with that experienced
by an aircraft° This work dates back, at least, to the early 1960's; however, congressional
emphasis was placed on the problem after two aircraft accidents involving contaminated
runways occurred early in 1983. After these, The U. S. Congress passed a bill directing that
"the FAA, in conjunction with NASA, study the correlation between aircraft stopping
performance and runway friction measurement on wet and contaminated surfaces .... " Since
that time much work has been done by the FAA and NASA on the testing of several friction
measuring vehicles and obtaining correlation of the measured friction values with those
which were obtained with aircraft. The most significant and comprehensive reporting of this
work is given by a compendium, Reference A5.
Work has been done relative to runway occupancy, turn-off and attendant problems as shown
in references given in this Appendix. However, a cursory review of some of these indicates
that the consideration of runway friction coefficient has not been addressed. Therefore, the
study of runway friction relative to accomplishing high speed turn-off will be greatly
beneficial.
The scope of this study encompasses the review of pertinent references as they apply to the
following specific items for consideration:
Assess the state-of-the-art in measurement of runway coefficient of friction for various
runway conditions - dry, wet, icy, snow-packed and slush.
Identify operational limits and concerns in achieving the runway coefficient of friction
measurement.
Perform literature search to determine the practicality of providing a sufficiently
accurate coefficient of friction measurement for the ROTO braking function.
II
DISCUSSION
STATE-OF-THE-ART
Each of the considerations listed above will be addressed separately. The first of these is:
"Assess the state-of-the-art in measurement of runway coefficient of friction for various
runway conditions - dry, wet, icy, snow-packed and slush."
Current and Recent Work
The latest work with runway friction and measuring vehicles is reported by the Summary and
Proceedings of the First Annual Tire/Runway Friction Workshop held at NASA Wallops
Flight Facility, May 1994 (Reference A6). This was an international workshop with people
from Canada, England, France, Hong Kong, Japan, Norway, Scotland, Sweden, United
States, and The Netherlands giving reports on tests on thirteen friction measuring vehicles
and seven texture measuring devices. Copies of only ten of the sixteen reports were
disseminated with the proceedings, and of those published, additional study of the data
obtained will be necessary before their full significance can be determined. The Proceedings
and the attendance illustrate the interest of the international community and the progress that
may be expected in the near future.
Qualification of Runway Friction Equipment
The Office of Airport Safety and Standards, Federal Aviation Administration has qualified
several runway friction measuring devices. Correlation and Performance Reliability of
Several Types of Friction Measuring Devices is recorded by Reference (A7), unpublished, to
Reference (A9). Reference (A9) reports on the reliability and performance of friction
measuring tires and equipment correlation.
This program was initiated in September 1978 with the objectives to: (1) update, expand and
disseminate improved guidance material contained in Advisor Circular AC 150/5320/12 ...;
(2) provide airport managers with timely input from the friction and pavement condition
surveys ...; (3) increase the effectiveness of the 1982 Airport and Airway Improvement
Program...; (4) enhance safety at airports by reducing the hydroplaning potential and
improving runway pavement surface friction characteristics .... The purpose of the test
program was twofold: to establish the reliability, performance and consistency of tires' quality
used on friction measuring devices and to select the best performing tire(s) for use on the
friction equipment.
Initially it was found that the mu number indicating the coefficient could vary by as much as
10 between tire batches because of the poor quality control. This was considered a major
finding. Several parameters were used for obtaining correlation between the tires, friction
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measuring equipment and the pavement. The Standard Error of Estimate (SEE) related to the
mu numbers. If this value exceeded +/-3.5, the tires' rating was degraded.
The program consisted of some 1650 tests conducted on five types of surfaces with three
different brands of tires and four different types of friction measuring devices. The runway
surfaces were made wet with the self-wetting equipment on the devices..
The McCreary tire was found the perform best on the Runway Friction Tester (RFT), Saab
Friction Tester (SFT) and the Skiddometer (SKD). The Dico tire performed best on the Mu
Meter (MUM).
The report concluded the McCreary tire performed within the performance criteria
established and is qualified for use on the friction devices mentioned above. The Dico tire is
qualified for use on the MuMeter alone°
Description of Friction Equipment
As mentioned above the friction measuring devices were the Mu Meter (MUM), Runway
Friction Tester (RFT), Saab Friction Tester (SFT) and the Skiddometer (SKI)). The
following descriptions are taken from Reference (A9):
Mu Meter Trailer.
The Mark 4 Mu meter is a side force friction measuring device, pulled by a tow vehicle. The
trailer weighs approximately 540 lbs (240 kg) and uses a vertical load of 171 lbs (78)kg) over
each of the two friction measuring tires. The friction measuring wheels were position at 7.5
degrees yaw in the test mode and produce an apparent wheel slip ratio of 13.5 percent. This
test mode resulted in an included yaw angle of 15 degrees with respect to the direction of the
test run. The rear wheel measures the distance traveled and provides trailer stability. Figure
A 1 illustrates the Mu Meter.
Saab Friction Tester Automobile
The Mark 2 Saab Friction Tester is a Saab sedan vehicle equipped with front wheel drive and
an hydraulically retractable friction measuring wheel installed behind the read axle. The
measuring wheel is positioned at zero degree yaw angle with respect to the orientation of the
rear vehicle wheels. The friction measuring wheel arm has a chain drive connection with the
vehicles rear axle and contains the torque gauge used to determine the braking friction values.
The measuring wheel turns at a slower speed than the vehicle and depending on tire
configuration, at a fixed slip ratio of 10 to 12 percent. A vertical load of 310 pounds (140 kg)
is applied on the friction measuring wheel. Figure A4 shows an overview of the Mark 2 Saab
Friction Tester Automobile.
Runway Friction Tester Minivan
The M 6800 RFT is a front wheel drive minivan with a friction measuring wheel connected
to the rear axle by a gear drive producing a 13 percent fixed slip ratio. The measuring wheel
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is positioned at zero degree yaw angle with respect to the orientation of the rear vehicle
wheels. The friction measuring tire has a vertical load of 300 lbs (136 kg). Figure A2 show
an over view of the M 6800 Runway Friction Tester Minivan.
Skiddometer Trailer
The BV-11 Skiddometer trailer is equipped with a friction measuring wheel designed to
operate at a fixed slip ration of 15 to 17 percent. The measuring wheel is positioned at zero
degree yaw angle with respect to the orientation of the wheels mounted on the trailer. The
trailer weighs about 795 lbs (3660 kg) and consists of a welded steel frame supported by
three in-line wheels, of which two operate independently of the friction measuring wheel. A
vertical load of 220 lbs (100 kg) is applied to the friction measuring wheel. Figure A3 shows
an overview of the BV- 11 Skiddometer Trailer.
CORRELATION OF AIRCRAFT AND TEST VEHICLE FRICTION.
Scope of Testing
The most significant and comprehensive reporting of work done with runway friction
measuring devices and their correlation with the friction of the aircraft friction is given by
Reference (A5). This work was done with the cooperation of FAA and NASA on six
different test sites during a 5-year program, and 12 grooved and ungrooved concrete and
asphalt runway surfaces. Performance data for evaluation was obtained from dry, truck-wet
and rain-wet, and snow-, slush-, and ice-cover conditions. Over 1100 runs were made with
six different ground test vehicles -- the four mentioned above together with the Diagonal-
Braked vehicle, and the runway condition reading vehicle. These vehicles are described by
Figures (A7) and (A8).
Aircraft testing was also performed to obtain friction data from the aircraft for comparison
with the friction data obtain with the devices. Over 200 runs were conducted with two
specially instrumented aircraft, a NASA Boeing 737 and an FAA Boeing 727.
Major Findings and Conclusions
There are several factors that affect the overall friction comparison of the devices and the
aircraft. These major considerations are: speed, water depth, surface type and texture, tire
tread design, inflation pressure, depth of snow, and solar heating on packed snow and ice.
Accounting for several of these affects can be done for specific equipment and specific
runways for operation. Considering there are many nuances, as well may be expected,
selected findings and conclusions are quoted from Reference (A5).
"For wet-runway conditions, the estimated aircraft braking performance from
the ground-vehicle friction measurement was within +/-0.1 friction-coefficient
value of the measured values, except for some rain-wet data.
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0 For snow- and ice-covered runway conditions, the estimated aircraft braking
performance from the ground-vehicle friction measurements was within +/-0.1
friction-coefficient value of the measured values.
0 A reasonable method of estimating aircraft tire wet, snow-covered, and ice-
covered runway braking performance from different ground-vehicle friction
measurements has been established, and available data show good agreement.
0 Tire friction measurements should be obtained for a range of rainfall rates on a
given runway to identify the influence of surface water depth.
0 The range of friction values measured by the different ground vehicles under
compacted snow and ice-covered runway conditions could reasonably be
divided into four distinct levels of braking action -- excellent, good, marginal,
and poor.
0 Aircraft and ground-vehicle friction measurements showed little influence of
speed and type of surface for dry-runway condition."
Figures (A5) and (A6) illustrate the +/-0.1 friction coefficient conformance.
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OPERATIONAL LIMITS and CONCERNS
The second of the Runway Coefficient of Friction items is to "identify operational limits and
concerns in achieving the runway coefficient of friction measurement."
Operational Considerations
The objective of the high speed rollout and turnoff operation is to reduce runway occupancy
time (ROT). An initial goal is to reduce ROT enough to allow two nautical mile separation
for landing aircraft during peak landing periods. To achieve this goal, the ROTO operation
will need a good estimate of the runway friction. Presently, the only way to measure runway
friction is drive or pull a device down the runway which would require shutting down the
runway to traffic. How often this would have to be down and how quickly such a
measurement could be down is not known. Of course, any closure of the runway during
landing operations would subtract from the capacity increase gained by ROTO operations.
Thus, in order to take full advantage of ROTO operations, some non-intrusive method of
measuring runway friction is desired.
If parallel runways are used one would be designated the landing runway and the other the
take off runway; consequently, the friction of the landing runway, even though dry, will tend
to deteriorate rapidly from mechanical wear and polishing due to tire rolling, braking and the
accumulation of contaminates such as rubber and grease. Other contaminates such as water,
snow, ice and slush, all cause a drastic friction loss of the pavement in a short period of time.
Reference (A10) gives frequencies which friction surveys should be conducted with
continuous friction measuring equipment (CFME). The recommendation is made that when
20 percent of the operation is with wide-body aircraft and the daily frequency is equal to or
greater than 210, the survey should be done weekly at the end of each runway. With airports
having the high-speed ROTO capability, the frequency could be considerably greater and
surveys would need to be conducted even more frequently.
The ends of the runways do represent critical friction areas because of the accumulation of
rubber from the spin-up of wheels, but for the high speed ROTO operation, the portions of
the runway where the turn-off is performed are the most critical. If the side load imparted to
the tire during turning of the airplane exceeds the available friction only for only a fraction of
a second, there is a high probability control of the airplane will be lost with a resulting
ground-loop! In such an accident, the damage could be considerable.
During inclement weather, the runway may be affected by water or ice contamination for only
small portions or its full length. Also, the time for the contaminate to become severe can be
very short. A rain squall can move across a portion of the runway or the whole runway such
that a pilot landing before a squall may report braking, "excellent", and the following pilot,
just a few minutes later, will report braking, "poor", because the runway had become flooded.
Such conditions can be acceptable for a straight-landing braked roll-out, but when a high
speed turn-off maneuver is started, the coefficient of friction must be sufficiently high to
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preventtheairplanefrom slidinglaterally. If waterispresentandthetemperatureof the
runwaysurfaceis nearfreezing,thecoefficientof friction is minimum.
RunwaySurfaceConditionSensor.
For theROTOfunction,it is essentialthattheconditionof therunwayprior to andduringthe
actualturnoff becontinuouslymonitoredfor both "dry" andpotentiallycontaminated
conditionsto ensuretheturn-off canbeaccomplishedwith a sufficientlyhigh friction
coefficientto supporttheturn.
Continuousmonitoringmaybeaccomplishedwith arunwaysurfaceconditionsensorwhich
meetstherequirementsof Reference(A2), A company,SurfaceSystems,Inc. (SSI),11612
LilburnParkRoad,St.Louis,MO 63146,providesa system,SCAN,which appearsto fill this
need. A ProductAvailability Searchwasmadeto find otherorganizationswhich
manufacturedsuchequipment;however,nonewerefoundduringtheweekswhichthesearch
wasconducted.
Reference(A 1)definestheconditionsandlimitationsfor CategoryIII B operationsfor a
straightbraked-rollout.Theproceduresdefinedby thisreferenceandtherecommended
usageof continuousfriction measuringequipment(CFME) appearto besatisfactoryfor this
operation.For theROTOfunction,therunwaysurfaceconditionsensorcanalertairport
operationalpersonnelof theclimaticconditionsandtheimpendingproblemswith wateror
waterrelatedcontaminatein theareaof turn-off. Additionally, at appropriatelyfrequent
timestheareaof turnoff shouldbeinspectedwith CFMEtexturemeasuringdevicesto
ensurethattheareais freefromrubberbuild-up,greaseof othersimilarcontaminatethatwill
minimizethecoefficientof friction whenmoistureor otherformsof waterarepresent.
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PRACTICALITY OF FRICTION MEASUREMENT FOR THE ROTO FUNCTION
The third of the Runway Coefficient of Friction items is for a Literature search to determine
the practicality of providing a sufficiently accurate coefficient of friction measurement for the
ROTO function.
For a number of years countries, other than the U. S., have used friction measuring devices to
determine the quality of braking. Sufficient margin is used with the measured friction values
that overrun occurrences have not been a problem. The work in the United States has been to
establish precise correlation between the friction measuring device and the friction
experienced by an airplane to enable slippery runway stopping distance regulato_
accountability to be established. Some other countries have developed operational
procedures with data obtained. The following paragraphs briefly describe the operation in
Sweden and Japan.
Scandinavian Airway Systems
SAS has been working on runway friction friction measuring devices since 1948. Their first
effort was merely a heavily loaded truck. This was unwieldy and inconvenient; so, a Tapely
meter was placed in a vehicle from which some values of friction could be read. This
approach gave only spot reading. The BV-11 Skiddometer Trailer, Figure (A3) was
subsequently developed for providing continuous reading. Figure (A4) shows a modified
Saab automobile (Surface Friction Tester (SFT)) to incorporate a friction measuring fifth
wheel. These two devices are similar in principle since the sensing wheel has approximately
12% slip, thereby giving virtually the same reading. Reference (A6) is a paper presentation
given at the recent NASA Work Shop giving some of their experience and recent
developments. Figure (A9) is a copy of a chart from this paper indicating over 15 years of
operational experience of reasonably reliable friction measurement.
DC-9 Scandinavian Winter Service Braking Tests
Reference (A14) documents a research program conducted by the Aeronautical Research
Institute of Sweden (FAA) and Scandinavian Airlines Systems. A DC-9 aircraft was used
and Douglas Aircraft Company supported the program by supplying the aircraft
instrumentation and two engineers to assist in data collection and analysis.
The program consisted of 51 landings made on runways covered with snow, slush, ice, and/or
water. Landing were made throughout Scandinavia. Figure (A10) is a map of the airports
where landings and takeoffs were made. The runways were constructed of concrete or
asphalt and friction measurements were made on each with either a BV-11 of a Tapley meter.
Figure (A11) shows the stopping distance ratio (SDR) vs the measured runway friction of the
different measuring devices. The SDR is based on the values obtained on clean dry surfaces
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with eachdevicethencomparedwith thoseobtained during test. The solid-line is a least
square fit of all the data points friction values lower than 0.4. The standard deviation of the
data is 9.1%. These results were obtained, notwithstanding the test parameters evaluated the
braking efficiency of the Hydro-Aire Mark III and the Mark IIIA antiskid system, the effect of
pilots' braking technique and over speed touchdown.
Stopping performance correlated well with ice and snow, but not as good with water and
slush. This is to be expected because of the big variations in water depths on the runways.
The variations tested during this program will not be effective for the ROTO operation.
There is a tendency for a pilot to over-speed in inclement weather and near the ground. For
the ROTO operation the aircraft would be under automatic control for both touch down and
braking during rollout.
Take Off and Landing Performance On Slippery Runways.
Reference (A 14) is a paper presented in a DC-10 Operations Seminar. It gives the
development and procedure JAL has developed and uses for take off and landing on slippery
runways. They have categorized the braking action as good, medium to good, medium,
medium to poor and poor and assigned measured friction readings obtained by their friction
tester; then, correlated these to the friction experienced by various model airplanes on the
same surfaces. This work was done by the Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB), Japan Air
Lines (JAL), All Nippon Airlines (ANA) and Toa Domestic Airlines (TDA).
The categorized braking action is then used for developing landing nomograms whose
elements start with the airplane weight, and continue with, braking action, wind, OAT,
pressure altitude, runway slope, and ends with the landing distance. Notes on the nomograms
specify aircraft configuration of full spoilers, full reverse, full brakes, and speed threshold of
1.3 V stall + 10K and maximum runway touch down distance of 2500 feet.
Turn-off Requirements
As noted earlier in the report, the airplane can be subjected to a peak lateral acceleration of
0.15 g's while turning during the ROTO operation. It seems prudent that the minimum
measured coefficient of friction available on the runway would be substantially more than the
peak g being experienced.
From Reference (A5), It was found for wet runway conditions the estimated aircraft braking
performance from ground vehicles friction measurements was within +/- 0.1 friction
coefficient value of the measured value except for some rain-wet conditions. Therefore in the
vicinity of the high speed turn-off the measured friction should be above 0.25 (0.15+0.1),
particularly for rain-wet conditions. However, as indicated previously, the friction in the
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vicinity of theturn-off mustbeknownatall times. This informationcannotbeobtained
continuouslywith existingfriction measuringequipment.
Therefore,it is suggestedthatcorrelationbedevelopedbetweenthefriction indicatedby a
friction testerandthesurfaceconditionasindicatedby asurfaceconditiontester. It is
probablethatahighly texturedsurfacewouldbedesirablein thevicinity of theturn-off;
notwithstanding,theextentandaffectsof anycontamination-- water,snow,slushor ice --
mustbeknownfor safeexecutionof thehighspeedturn-off.
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CONCLUSION
The three considerations relative to the measurement of runway friction for application to
high-speed ROTO have been addressed. The conclusions relative to these are as follows:
STATE OFTHE ART
Much work has been done by the FAA, NASA and the International community toward the
measurement of runway friction and correlation to the friction experienced by aircraft.
Several different friction measuring devices have been qualified by FAA and NASA, The
quality control of tires used on the equipment was found to be an important element in
friction measurement This control was verified for reliability and repeatability and selected
suppliers were identified. For most equipment and conditions the estimated aircraft braking
performance is within +/- 0.1 friction coefficient-value of the measured values. The enables
the categorization of braking conditions with reasonably accurate information, but does not
provide sufficiently accurate data for regulatory stopping distance accountability.
LIMITS AND CONCERNS
For the ROTO operation, the precise prediction of stopping distance is probably not the
primary concern. The two mile separation of landing airplanes precludes frequent measuring
of friction with devices under tentative condition when decisions are required whether to
keep the airport open of not. Also, it further precludes friction measurement with vehicles in
the vicinity of the high-speed turn-off. To obtain information about the surface conditions in
this vicinity, the use of the Surface Friction Condition Sensor appears to be a must. However
this surface embedded device will not provide a friction value measurement. Since there is
not a way to make frequent measurements under operation conditions, additional tests will be
necessary to estimate the friction as indicated by the surface condition sensor reading.
PRACTICALITY OF FRICTION MEASUREMENT FOR THE ROTO
Sweden and Japan have developed procedures which have been demonstrated, through
operational experience, the practicality of the using friction testers for determining the quality
of braking action.
However, to accomplish the turn-off at precise locations on the runway, a minimum friction
value at these locations must be known for each landing at anytime to ensure lateral control
of the airplane. As indicated above additional work is required to correlated the surface
condition with a measure of friction. Undoubtedly, several procedures can be developed for
assuring the required level of friction exists at required locations on the runway. Highly
textured surfaces and several methods of contaminate elimination are two avenues which
might be explored.
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FigureA2. Runway friction tester during test run on compacted snow.
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Figure A3. Trailer schematic and portable computer and recorder used with BV-11 skiddometer.
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MEASURING OF FRICTION ON CONTAMINATED R/W:S
Most types of friction measuring equipment provide unreliable results if the R/W is
contaminated by any loose contamination. This is concluded by ICAO and confirmed
by Swedish experience.
To overcome or at least reduce this shortcoming in the 1970's was carried out a
research program in which Finland, Norway, and Sweden participated. Contractor
was the Aeronautical Research Institute in
contributing was SAS and Braaten, Norway.
Stockholm, FFA.
Conclusion was:
Reasonably reliable friction measurement resultg obtained even
contaminated by slush or snow within prescribed limits if:
Among airlines
if the R/W is
1. SFT or BV-11 used for the test
i
2. Aero tire pressure 700K Pa (100 psi)
3. Test speed 95K m/h (60 mph)
t-.4
Experience in Sweden over 15 years of operation has proved the conclusion.
FIGURE/_O.DC-9-21 SAS TYPICAL FLIGHT NORTH OF ARCTIC CIRCLE
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